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Electric Range
Lawn and garden maintenance made easy.
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The Electric Range is easy to use, ergonomic and reliable for all gardens. The range consists of lawnmowers, 
grass trimmers, hedge trimmers and ErgoJet blower vacuum. 

The ergonomic shaped handles on all electrical products allow a natural hand position, ensuring comfortable 
and eff ortless operation.

Powerful and convenient
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LAWN CARE 

LAWN CARE
Electric Powered PowerMax™ 
Lawnmowers

The range of PowerMax™ electric lawnmowers designed for all garden sizes makes mowing easy and effortless. Fitted 
DuraEdge blades are double hardened provide excellent cutting results and optimum grass coverage.

• Equipped with the Cut-Collect system (CnC), which allows 20% more clippings in the grass collector due to better air 
circulation. The GARDENA electric lawnmowers (models 5037-20 and 5042-20) are also equipped with a 2-in-1 mulching 
shutter: mowing and pick-up or mulching function.
• Ergotec handle with bail arm switch on both sides provide comfort when mowing. 
• The handle shape supports the natural position of the hand, making it extremely easy to push the lawnmower.

Cutting Height adjustment features:
QuickFit = rotary knob allowing central adjustment of 10 height settings from 20 – 60 mm.
QuickFit Plus = lever adjustment of 5 cutting height settings from 20 – 60 mm.

Powerful and Ergonomic
Easy to use, ergonomic and reliable lawnmowers for all gardens.



PowerMax™ 1200/32 
5032-20
Power: 1200 Watts
Cutting Width: 32 cm
Lawn Area: 300 m²
Weight: 8.3 kg
Height adjustment: QuickFit
Collector Volume: 30 litre

Additionally available: 
32 cm Blade 4080-20

PowerMax™ 1600/37
5037-20
Power: 1600 Watts
Cutting Width: 37 cm
Lawn Area: 500 m²
Weight: 13.7 kg
Height adjustment: QuickFit Plus
Collector Volume: 45 litre

Additionally available: 
37 cm Blade 4016-20

PowerMax™ 1800/42 
5042-20
Power: 1800 Watts
Cutting Width: 42 cm
Lawn Area: 800 m²
Weight: 14.3 kg
Height adjustment: QuickFit Plus
Collector Volume: 45 litre

Additionally available: 
42 cm Blade 4017-20
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LAWN CARE
Electric Powered PowerMax™ 
Lawnmowers

Models 5037-20 
and 5042-20 are 
also equipped with 
a 2-in-1 mulching 
shutter: mowing and 
pick-up or mulching 
function.

Ergotec handles with bail arm switch on both 
sides to provide comfort when mowing. 
The handle shape supports the natural position 
of the hand making it extremely easy to push the 
mower.

Equipped with the Cut-Collect 
system (CnC), which allows 
20% more grass collection 

due to better air circulation.

Extra large rear wheels offers 
easier maneouverability.

Grass collector.
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LAWN CARE
Electric Powered Turbo 
Trimmers LAWN CARE 

Comfortable trimming and cutting edges with the Turbotrimmer ComfortCut 550/28 and PowerCut650/28.

• Designed to work in difficult spaces and hard to reach places or lawn edges. 
• The trimmer is very lightweight, allowing comfortable use for extended periods of time without feeling tired.
• The adjustable handle and telescopic shaft allows you to adapt the trimmer to your needs, this way you can keep an 
   upright and relaxed posture while trimming.

After a quick and easy assembly, the trimmer can be used straight away. 

Do you want to cut underneath obstacles? Simply tilt the head of the trimmer. Don't worry about plants that grow in a 
flower bed at the edge of the lawn, the pull-out and removable plant guard will keep your flowers and foliage well protected.

Comfortable trimmer with easy handling and practical 
functions.



Adjustable trimmer head of 0, 10 or 60 
degrees. Allows working around obstacles 
such as table, garden bench and pot plants.

Removable 
plant guard 
protect flowers.

Adjustable
handle and 
telescopic 

shaft to keep 
a comfortable 

and upright 
posture while 

using the 
trimmer.

Turbotrimmer ComfortCut 550/28
9872-20 
Power: 550 Watt
Cutting Diameter: 280 mm
Filament Diameter: 1.6 mm
Filament Length: 6 metre
Weight: 2.8 kg
Bump Feed: Yes

Turbotrimmer PowerCut 650/28
9874-20 
Power: 650 Watt
Cutting Diameter: 280 mm
Filament Diameter: 1.6 mm
Filament Length: 6 metre
Weight: 3.0 kg
Bump Feed: Yes

Additionally available for both trimmers: 
Fillament 5307-20
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LAWN CARE
Electric Powered Turbo 
Trimmers

The additional handle can be adjusted 
for ergonomic use while the vertically 
adjustable telescopic shaft can be 
adapted to your height.
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HEDGE & TREE CARE
Electric Hedge Trimmers
ComfortCut

The electric trimmer range has been awarded the prestigious reddot award for 
superior quality.

Internationally recognised award for product that display innovative design, seal of 
quality, attractive brand design and design value.

Did you know?

The powerful hedge trimmer is particularly suitable for convenient trimming of medium to large sized hedges. With 
its balanced weight, the hedge trimmer provides optimal manoeuvrability even for longer trimming jobs. The specially 
designed ErgoLine handle with integrated switch, enables operating in any cutting position.

Impact protection at the end of the blade protects the blade when cutting close to the ground or along garden walls.

Laser-cut precision blades enable effi  cient, fast and clean cutting of twigs and branches. 

Convenient guidance and even balance – perfect for cutting 
medium-sized hedges.



ComfortCut 550/50
9833-20 
Power: 550 Watt
Blade Length: 50 cm
Working Area: 300 m²
Weight: 3.5 kg

ComfortCut 600/55
9834-20 
Power: 600 Watts
Blade Length: 55 cm
Working Area: 500 m²
Weight: 3.5 kg

PowerCut 700/65 
9835-20 
Power: 700 Watts
Blade Length: 65 cm
Working Area: 800 m²
Weight: 3.7 kg

Blade opening is 27 cm.

ProZone feature – a professionally ground toothed blade, enables 
effortless cutting of particularly thick branches.

Additionally available for all three hedge trimmers: 
Collection bag 6002-20

anti-blocking ErgoLine

*Additional safety feature: Built-in automatic "Cutting-Stop" is applied when trigger is released.
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Impact protection at the end 
of the blade protects the blade 
when cutting close to the 
ground or along garden walls.

Balanced weight provides optimal 
manoeuvrability.

Handle specially designed with complete ErgoLine surrounds 
enables operating in any cutting position, especially cutting 
hedge sides.

HEDGE & TREE CARE
Electric Hedge Trimmers
ComfortCut

Safety Switch



The GARDENA ErgoJet 3000 is powerful and perfect to blow, vacuum and shred leaves for a tidy garden. The unique 
tool-less ClickFit feature allows conversion from blow to vac mode or vice versa is quick and effortless. The integrated 
metal impeller enables a shredding ratio as high as 16:1 when vacuuming small debris. The wet leaves can also be 
removed with the scraper on the edge of the vacuum tube. The optimal weight distribution and its ergonomically shaped 
handle with soft grip, makes the handling of the ErgoJet 3000 very comfortable.

Blow. Vacuum. Shred.
Powerful with variable speed for more control 
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CLEAN

CLEANING
Electric Blower Vacuum ErgoJet 3000



ErgoJet 3000
9332-20
Power: 3000 Watt
Adjustable Speed: Yes
Integrated shredder: Yes
Metal mulching blade: Yes 
Shoulder pads: Included 
Weight: 4.8kg 

Blower function:
Blow speed - 310 km/h 

Vibration & noise data
Sound power level - 102 dB(A)
Sound pressure level - 83 dB(A)
Vibration(Ah) - 3.92 m/s² max

Variable speed
Powerful blower with variable 
speed for more control

Vacuum function:
Suction power - 170 l/s

Shredding function
Shredding facility- Yes 
Shredding ratio - 16:1
Collector bag volume - 45 l

Scraper tool
Scraper on the edge of the vacuum 
tube allows wet leaves to be removed.

SWOP 
from Blower to Vacuum 

using the ClickFit feature.
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CLEANING
Electric Blower Vacuum ErgoJet 3000 CLEAN



0271200785004

GARDENA - your advantages 

1. Quality
GARDENA products are known for their extremely high quality and 
reliability. The entire production chain is subject to stringent quality 
guidelines.

2. Innovation/Technology
GARDENA develops products that render garden work as easy and 
efficient as possible. That’s why continuous innovation and product 
development is undertaken using the latest technology.

3. Ergonomics/Comfort
GARDENA places high value on the ergonomics of their products.  
Products are designed for user comfort and makes garden work easier.

4. Service
Should you have any questions / queries relating to GARDENA products,
please send your email to service@gardena.co.za and we will respond
to your inquiry.


